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”Most people, though, saw the hand of the government The authorities here have fought what they call a “cultural invasion”
from the West, starting with the introduction of videotaped Hollywood movies in the 1980s and, more recently, the Internet and
dozens of satellite channels based abroad, broadcasting in Persian.. Needless to say, none of these would appear on Iran’s state
television, whether as a matter of taste or politics.
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“The advertisements, the viewers — think of the money involved No way this channel will stop.

turkish series persian
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“They must be changing their transmission frequencies,” suggested a satellite dish engineer, who has been installing illegal sets
for years.. “First, they made us addicted, and now, they are trying to get money out of us,” said the doorman of a building in
West Tehran. Clip Art Borders For Mac
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 On Monday, another popular channel, Manoto, operating out of London, broadcast the Golden Globes.. Millions of Iranians in
possession of illegal satellite equipment smuggled into the country and sold for less than $150 can watch an array of news
programs, political talk shows and sometimes raunchy soaps. Motorola Command Starlite Manual Muscle
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